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chronometers at Kew Kiang, returll aaain for a good meridian distance. 
Imavine otlr surprise therefore to see the 170ve return at daylight on Monday 
with the gratifying news that the P5urious and Crmiser were both approaching 
Wusung, having succeeded in just scraping over the bar near Poyang Lake. 
After we left them on Christmas Eve, rain fell in torrents for five or six days, 
and watchint, very carefully the marks they had painted on the rocks, they 
discovered the water rising. Losing not a moznent, they got under weigh and 
proceeded to the bar, and the very nzinute there was sufficient water, crossed 
over. It was well they were so expeditiolls, for during the night the rain 
ceased, and a sharp frost setting in, the river fell in a few houls lower even 
than before. This is a most happy completion of all their labours. The 
prospect of a winter in the heart of China, ravaCed as the cotmtry is by civil 
war, was by no means a cheering onev and, howearer nluch the Shanghae 
merchants regret the vessels' arrival here, as they say the gun-boats going up 
and down would have kept the navigation of the river open, yet to those on 
toard the change is decidedly for the better. Kew Kiang for Shanghae- 
miserable, toe begone Chinamen for the cheerin; faces of their own countrymen. 

While sve have beerl in the Yan-tze, Zlooper Kerr, Eltis, and Farqner have 
completed the sllrvey of the WllStlNg, from the entrance to 3 miles above 
ShanChae. There is a chart of it already, but the changes that have taken 
place since that was lnade reqvlire a resurveyin of the river. To chart the 
Yang-tze in our late cruise was the principal obJect of our accompanying the 
expedition. All we could Ao, however, N7as to project by course and patent 
log, and to get observations whenever practicable. Our stalting point was 
from San Shan Poirlt, 12 or 13 miles above Narlkin, and the last point in 
Collinson's sllrvey. 07Ve measllred a base by patent log, and carried on a 
rutming survey fol about 80 miles * but here the hills left us for a considerable 
distance, and the points were lost. After this by patent log was all we 
attempted. From before daylight, when we had to plot coulses by the light 
of a lantern, till dark in the evening, either Lieutenant Bnllock or nlyself was 
on deck, sketching and plotting as we went. We had to keep our eyes about 
uss and were not at all sorry when each day's work was over. To me it was 
quite a new feature in surveying, collecting data and plotting it, going 5 to 7 
knots an hotlr. 

VII.-On a New Projectton of the Sphere. By S;r J. F. W. 
HERbsCHEL, Bart., K H., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c. c. 

Communicated by Sir R. I. Ml:rRCHISON, Pres. R.G.S., &c. &c. 

Read, April 11, 1859. 

Investiyation of the conditions ?hnder which a sphericat surface can be pro- 
Jected on a pIclne, so that the represerbtation of any sqBall portion of the 
surface shalt be simtar in form to the original. 

LET X, Y, be the longitude and latitude respectively of any point 
on the surface of the sphere whose radius is unity, and let u, , be 
the rectangular co-ordinates of the projection of that point on a 
plane, so that when x and y are determined, tc and z will be so 
also, or, in other words, so that a and z shall be functions (inde- 
terminate for the present) of {* and w/> either singly or both 
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together, and when x increases by dx, and y by dy, let u, z, in- 
crease respectively by d2e and dz. Then we must have 

du>=RIdxANdy I 
dz - Pdac + Qdy (e ..(1) 

wllere X, N, P, Q, are all of them functions of x, y. 
The infinitesimal rectantle included between two infinitely near 

meridians differing in longitude by dx, and two circles of latitude 
differing in latitude by dy, will have for its sides respectively dy and 

dx cos y, having to each other the ratio dx cos .'J, the sides them- 
dy 

selves including a right angle, ex hypothesi. Along the projec- 
tion of one and the same meridian x does not vary. In passing, 
then, from the point whose projection is defined by u, z, to that 
on the same meridian, whose projection is defined by u + du, and 
z + dz, u and z must vary by the variation of y alone, or 
du - Ndy; dz = Qdy, and the interval from projected point to 
projected point, along the projected meridian, wi]l be represented 
by dy J Ni + Q2. Similarly, in passing bom projected point to 
projected point along a projected circle of latitude, x alone must 
be supposed to vary, y remaining constant; and the corresponding 
variations of u, z, then will be M dx and P dx, and the projected 
interval between them dx / M2 + p2. 

These, then, are the sides of the projected differential ele- 
mentary figure corresponding to the infinitesimal rectangle on the 
sphere, and these two figures must be similar; which conclusion, 
being satisfied, obviously carries with it the similarity of any infi- 
nitesimal figure on the sphere and its projection. The sides, then, 
must be in the same ratio, and the angle they include a right one. 
The first of these conclusions gives, then, at once 

dx cos y / 312 + 9 dx M2 + p2 } 
d - vN2 Qs . d ; or cosy2 - N2 + Qs J. . .(2) 

The tangent of the angle made by the projected element of 
the meridian with the ordinate z is evidently represented by 
dm 

d or by p, and that of the projected element of the circle of 
-dx 
dx 

dtc 

latitude by dY or-Q, because, lying on opposite sides of 
dy x-dy 

the ordinate z, if one tangent bc taken positively, the other must 
he t.aken negatively. The condition, t.hell, of rectangularit- re- 
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quires that the product of these tangents shall be = I, which gives 
for the other essential equation 

p X -Q = 1, or PQ = -MN. ..(3) 

But by (2) 

M2 1 + (M) M2 1 + (M) P Y 

cos Y = Nl . (Q)2 = Ni (M 2 = (N) 

whence we get, as the equivalents of (2) and (3), the followislg, 
ViZ,: 

P - N cosy 
M = -Q cos y J 

Assume now 
dy Jf . p = J dy _ x; 

cos y cos 
which gives 

dx = E (da-d,); dy _ * (da+dO cosy; 
and we find by substituting these in the equations (1) 

dm - 2 (P + M) d a + * (P-M) dB 
dz _ * (P-M) d a-l (P + M) d /K3; 

whence adding and subtracting we obtain 
d (v + z) = P d ex-hI d 5 I (5) 
d(u-z) -Mdct+Pdd f*^? 

The first members of these equations being complete differentials, 
the second must respectively be so also, and thus 97e find 

dP dM dP dAX d ;, =  d and d = Jr d 13 

But universally 
dP=d d=+do3 d,8; 

whence, substituting 
dP_ dMd dMd13 (6) 

And again, the first member being a complete differential, the 
second must be such also, from which it follows that 

d2 M d2 M 
d2 a2 + dp2 

an equation of partial differentials, whose complete integral is 
well inown to be 

M - +(a+/3 4-1 ) +A(-13s/-1)***(7) 
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Substitutin this for M in the expression for d P in (6) reducitlg 
and integrating, we find 

P - v _ I {f (a+p7''_ '1)-{(g-p/'-1) }; 

and putting for brevity 

A=ct+sSs/-1 _ (J_+x)+(d_ x) v 1 
cos Y , COS Y t (S, 

B - a-B v-1 - ( r_ + xa A S _ xa v X f J cos y y kJ cos y y J 
we find from (5) 

d (8 + :) - /-1 { + (A) d A-@ (3) d B 
d (?b-z) - + (A) d A + + (B) d B 

which by writing 2 F (A) for Jw w (A) d A? and 2f (B) for 
r + (B) dB, affiords the following values of u and z. 

2e - ( 1 + ,/-1). F (A) + (1-/-1 ) * f (B) | 
_ z = (1-v-1). F (A) + (1 + /-) f(B) J 

in which :E andf are the characteristics of any two functions, both 
completely arbitrary and independent. 

Suppose, for example, we take F (0) -f (9) - 9. Then 
2 - (1 +/-1) A+ (1-/-1)B 

- ( & + B) + s/-l (A-B) 
-2 (ct-,B) = 4 x 

and 
_ z - (1-/-1) A + (1 + aJ-1) B 

- (A+B)-/-I (A-B) 

= 2 (x + S3) 3 4 JW7J = 4 log tan 90 -Y 

which is the law of Mercator's projection. 

II. 

The equation (9) being subject to no restriction, it is evident 
that we may superadd to the general conditions of the problem 
any which will suffice either to determine altogether or to limit 
the generality of the arbitrary functions F, f; in the view of 
obtaining convenient forins of projected representations. Suppose, 
for instance, we assume as a condition that the projected repre- 
sentations of all cireles about a fised pole on the sphere shall be 
concentric cireles about a fixed centre on thc plane. Since the 
origin of the co-ordinates u, Z is arbitrary, we will fix it in that 
centre; and sillce the colldition is that when y is given? and there- 
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ire tX- is collstant ( a) the equation between u an(l z, cos y 

shall be that of a circle about the centre, we have 
89 + Z2 212 = a function of y or of a. 

For brevity put 
F (A) = X, f (B) y then we have 

u=(l + v-1)X+(1-s!-i)Y 
-Z - (1-^/-1) X + (1-v-1) Wre and substituting and reducing 

,!62 _|_ zi _ 8 X Y 
That is to say r'2 

F (A) x f (B) - 8 
or putting e F (A) for F (A), and e f (B) for A (B)7 which we are at liberty to do without any sacrifice of generality. 

F (cc + j/-1) +v(-l3/-1) - t(= + /3) 
because a + 3 _ 2 r_ = > a 

J cosy 
It does not appear that this equation can be satisfied by any forms of F andf more general than the following, viz.: 

F(0) - (S + hV-1)0; f(0) - (-h gr/-1) o 
which give for the value of 4 (x + h) 

{ (g-h) + (g + h) 2-1 }. (2 + @ 
or, which comes to the same thing, 

2 { (g-A) + (g + h) 8 1 }<cos y 

Practically speaking, this expression is useless, unless the ima- ginary term vanishes, or 9 + h _ O, g-it = 2 , in which case it reduces itself to 
1 dy 

- 4 g cos y 
whence also _ z ff X dy 

r2-8e42a; r- 2 s/2e . COga; 
which since 

q cy 90-y -log tan 
t ces y 2 reduces itself to 

7'- 2C12(tall90_8)2g 
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If q = i. This is the law of the stereographie projeetion, an(l 
t}le values of 2t and-2 beeome 

a = 2r {cosx+sin x} 2rasin (45? + x) 

-2-2 r { cos z-sin w} _ 2 r s/ 2 cos (45? + x) 

r = 2^/S tall ( 2 8) 

In the rnore general ease if 2g - wa we find 

v-2 r { cos nz + Sill nx } -2 r ^/ 2. sin (45? + nx) 

-z = 2r {cosnz-sin RIX} 2rX2 cos (45? + nx) 

r = 2 s/ 2 (ta.n 90-y)n 

To interpret these expressions we have ollly to eonsider that when 
x inereases by any number of degrees, nx inereases by n times 
that number, so tllat if n increases from 0 to 360?, nx inereases 
to n times 360?. The eo-ordinates of the projection of any point, 
therefore, are those eorresponding to n times the lont,itude in the 
ease of the stereot,raphic projeetion. If, then, n he a fraction less 
than unity, the projeetion of the whole spherieal surfaee will, 
instead of oecupying the whole of the area of a eirele, be eom- 
prised within a sector, the same fraetional part of the whole area. 
rrhus if n= 2v the projeetion of the whole sphere in longitude 
will be eomprised within a semicirele; if n - -l-, within a seetor of 
120?; if n = 2, within 240? &e.; and the entire parallels of 
latitude will in like manller be represented by the portions of eon- 
centric cireles eomprised between the extreme radii of these re- 
spective sectors. 

If p be the polar distanee of any parallel of latitude, and o 
the radius of the eircular segmeilt representing that parallel, we 
have, neglecting the eo-effieient 2 s/2 or taking 1 for the equa- 
torial radius in the projeetion, 

/ pEn 
o - ( tan-) 

X 2y 

from which it is easy to ealeulate 0 for each polar distslnec frolll 
0? to 180?. The values for the four eases n - 1, n = 23, 2e-]-; 
for p = 03, 10?, 20?, &c., are set down in the following tabie: - 



Valtles of n. | Vt4lues of ". 

n = 1 n = a n = ? n = 3 i 8 = 1 8-23 8 = 2 8 = s 

p= = v_ v- = p= e= v= v= v- 
o o o o O O o o o o 

? ? ??? 0 000 0 000 0S000 80 0 839 0S890 0S916 0 943 
10 0s087 0@197 0*296 0 444 90 1 000 1@000 1 000 1@000 
20 0@176 0v314 0@420 0*561 100 1*]92 1@124 1@092 1*060 
3() 0v268 0v416 0v518 0v645 110 1-428 1v268 1v195 1@126 
40 0@364 0@510 0*603 0*714 120 1v732 1@442 1s316 1s201 
50 0e466 0 601 0*683 0*776 130 2s144 1*663 16464 16290 
()0 0*577 0 693 0*760 0*833 140 2@747 1@962 1*657 1*401 
70 0 * 700 0 * 788 0 * 837 0 g 888 1 50 3 * 732 2 * 406 1 * 932 1 * 55 1 
80 0*839 0*890 0*916 0*943 160 5e671 3e173 2e381 1-783 

'rhe first series of numbers exhibits the projection of the radii of 
the successive projected parallels in the stereographic projection; 
the second, in that which occupies a section of 240?, such as by 
cutting out the unoccupied portiorl would roll up into a cone, well 
adapted for a transparent map on a lamp-shade; the third, in that 
which occupies a semicircle (exhibited in fig. B), a convenient form 
for a reference chart, rejecting lateral continuations, but which 
becomes too much distended beyond the 55th parallel of south 
latitude; and the last, that comprised in a sector of 120?, as in 
figure A, which is preferable to either, and seems to me not un- 
likely to supersede all other prc)jections for a general chart. 

VIII.-Description of fAe Projection used in the Topographical 
Department of the War Office for lArIaps embracing larye portio7zs 
of the Earth's Surface.* 

Communicated by COLONEL SIR HENRY JAMES, R.E., F.R,G.S., &C., 
Director of the Topographical Depart.ment. 

'THE method of development adopted in the Topographical De- 
partment for the construetion of the maps of North arld South 
SIR, * Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton, 2nd July, 1858. 

The projection which I have adopted for the construction of maps embracing 
large areas possesses, as I conceive, great advantages over any other with which I 
am acquainted; and thinking that a description of the mode of constructing such 
maps, with a table of the lengths of the radii of the arcs of parallels, and the dis- 
tances between the meridians on the several parallels, which renders the construc- 
tion on any scale extremely easy, would be acceptable to the Royal Geographical 
Society, I requested Captain Ale2zander Clarke, R.E., to dras up the following 
account of the method employed by us. Every meridian in this projection cuts 
the parallels at right angles, and the distortion (which is incidental to every pro- 
jection) is in this diminished to a greater extent thaxl in any other. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant 
EXENRY JAMES, Colonel Royal Engineers, 

Wortog Shaw, Esq., Director Topographical Department. 
Secretary Royal Geogrclphical Societ7y. 
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tances between the meridians on the several parallels, which renders the construc- 
tion on any scale extremely easy, would be acceptable to the Royal Geographical 
Society, I requested Captain Ale2zander Clarke, R.E., to dras up the following 
account of the method employed by us. Every meridian in this projection cuts 
the parallels at right angles, and the distortion (which is incidental to every pro- 
jection) is in this diminished to a greater extent thaxl in any other. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant 
EXENRY JAMES, Colonel Royal Engineers, 

Wortog Shaw, Esq., Director Topographical Department. 
Secretary Royal Geogrclphical Societ7y. 
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